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Taking up French classes in Mumbai is a good alternative to learn French fluently: You can learn a
lot by enrolling yourself to a French class. With months of classroom study at French classes,
dedicated students are usually on the local level and within a year you should be at an advanced
level.  Furthermore, language training classes facilitate interaction with other students and expert s
who will help you progress towards your language learning goals.

French classes should stress on improving your pronunciations: Learning French pronunciation is a
key to speaking French fluently. It must be one point your French language trainer should focus on.
To be able to pronounce French properly one needs more practice.  Alphabets in French are same
as the English ones but letters are pronounced differently.  Make sure you practice pronouncing the
words and sentences daily. There are also a few exceptions to the rules of pronunciation that you
will need to know when you learn to speak French. For example, in words that begins with â€œin-â€œthe
nasal sound is only used if these letters are followed by a consonant which is possible only if you
join language classes.

Your French classes should make your base strong: The alphabets are considered as a base for
learning any new language. French uses the 26 letters of the alphabet plus a few "add-ons":
accents on vowels (Ã¨, Ã©, etc....) or cedilla (Ã§). There are four French accents for vowels and one
accent for a consonant. It is very important to know these â€œadd-onâ€• accents besides the original
alphabets to improve your French. There are four accents in French. E.g., Ã©tudiant (student) is an
accent aigu Â´ (acute accent) which can be used only on â€œÃ© (E)â€•. Learn all the four accents at our
French Language Classes in Mumbai (Thane, Dadar, Vashi, Ghatkopar, Borivli and Andheri).

To learn French your French grammar should be perfect: French grammar is quite easy to learn and
is also really important. Understanding French grammar will also help you in everyday life when you
start speaking French. Nouns, personal pronouns (pronoms personnels), articles (dÃ©finis and
indÃ©finis), verbs, adjectives, clauses, adverbs are all used in French like in English. But there is a lot
of difference in them. For example; French adjectives change to agree in gender and number with
the nouns that they modify, which means there can be up to four forms of each adjective:

Adjective: joli (pretty)

Masculine singular joli

Feminine singular  jolie

Masculine plural   jolis

Feminine plural    jolies

Learn more about French Grammar with our French experts at French Language Classes in
Mumbai (Thane, Dadar, Vashi, Ghatkopar, Borivli and Andheri).

French Language classes should now teach you sentence formation: Once you are done with
learning basic French i.e. alphabets, accents, grammar your professor at language classes in
Mumbai should teach you formation of sentences. For example;
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Sentence in French

Lady 1: Comment allez-vous? (How are you?)

Lady 2: Je vais bien, merci (I am fine, thanks)

Lady 2: que diriez-vous (How about you)

Lady 1: que diriez-vous (I am fine too)
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